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Chapter D 

Occupancy and Distribution  

(Fosna-anugam) 

 

What is Here, and what is there?  Fosna (in touch, in contact) is 

the relationship of entities of a category (not individuals) with 

surrounding characterized as accessibility, occupancy and 

distribution.  Occupancy may be the actual physical occupied 

space or the worlds, and distribution in the universe is in the 14 

worlds.  The human accessible world is idle of the universe, 

between the upper and the under worlds. Some Niray are in 

"touch" with human accessible world but most occupy the six 

underworlds that are not accessible to humans.  Some dev are also 

in "touch" with human worlds and under worlds but most dev are 

confined to the seven human-inaccessible celestial and imagined 

worlds.   

 For the concept development, occupancy and distribution 

build on worlds represented within boundless space, and that no 

represented entity occupies the entire universe.  Occupancy is 

expressed as fraction of a world or in worlds as a fraction of the 

universe.  Thus beings of a particular category may occupy a 

fraction of the world are distributed in a fraction of the universe of 

the 14 worlds.   
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#D1.  Consideration (anugam) of area of distribution 

(fosna) is operationally applied to the universals related 

to the particulars of the observables.  

    ***** 

In relation to the State (D2-10) 

 

 

#D2.  As a generalization, those in State I are distributed 

on how much surface? They are in all the worlds.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D3.  Those in State II are distributed on (or in touch 

with) how much surface? On a small fraction of their 

worlds,   

#D4.   And in 8 to 12 of the 14 worlds.  

Note:   This is at variance from the Hindi translation that refers to 

distribution on 8 to 12 worlds in all the past states.  Neither of 

these two interpretations hold for all mentions in this chapter. 
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    * 

 

 

 

 

#D5.  Those in State III or IV are distributed on how 

much surface? On a small fraction of their worlds,  

#D6. and in 8 of the 14 worlds. 

    *  

 

 

 

 

#D7.  Those in State V are distributed on how much 

surface? On a small fraction of their worlds, 

#D8.  and in 6 of the 14 worlds.  

(It implies that five-sensed Sanni tirikkh are present in other 

worlds.) 

    * 
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#D9.  (Human) Beings  in States VI through XIV are 

distributed on how much surface? Only a very small 

fraction of their world. 

    * 

 

 

#D10. Sajogkevali are distributed on how much surface? 

Only a small part of a small fraction of their world, and all 

worlds (through their concerns?).   

    ***** 

In relation to the niray (D11-22) 

 

 

 

 

#D11.  Operationally, niray in State I are distributed on 

how much surface? They occupy a small fraction of their 

world, 

#D12.   and 6 of the 14 worlds.  

    * 
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#D13.  Niray in State II are distributed on how much 

surface? On a small fraction of their world,  

#D14.  And in 5 of the 14 worlds.  

    *   

 

 

#D15.  Niray in States III or IV are distributed on how 

much surface? Only a small fraction of their worlds. 

    * 

 

 

#D16.  Niray of the first underworld in States I through 

IV are distributed on how much surface? Only a small 

fraction of their worlds. 

    * 
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#D17.  Niray of the second to the sixth underworld in 

States I or II are distributed on how much surface? On a 

small fraction of their worlds,  

#D18.  And in 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 worlds out of the 14.  

#D19.  Niray of the second to the sixth underworld in the 

State III or IV are distributed on how much surface? Only 

a small fraction of their worlds. 

    * 
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#D20.   Niray of the seventh underworld in State I are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their worlds,  

#D21.   and on 6 of the 14 worlds. 

#D22.   Niray in States II, III or IV are distributed on 6 

of the 14 worlds.  

    ***** 

In relation to the tirikkh (D23-33) 

 

 

#D23.  Operationally, tirikkh in State I are distributed on 

how much surface? All worlds according to the 

generalization for state I.     * 
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#D24.  Tirikkh in State II are distributed on how much 

surface? On a small fraction of their worlds, 

#D25.  and in 7 of the 14 worlds.   

    * 

 

 

#D26.  Tirikkh in State III are distributed on how much 

surface? Only a small fraction of their worlds.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D27.  Tirikkh in States IV or V are distributed on how 

much surface? On a small fraction of their worlds,  

#D28.  and in 6 of the 14 worlds.  

    * 
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#D29. Five-sensed independent sexually differentiated 

tirikkh in state I are distributed on how much surface?  

On a small fraction of their world, 

#D30.  and in all the 14 worlds (?). 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D31. Distribution of other tirikkh follows from the 

generalization for the category. 

#D32.  Dependent five-sensed tirikkh are distributed on 

how much surface? On a small fraction of their worlds, 

#D33.  And in all the 14 worlds. 

    ***** 
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In relation to humans (D34-41)  

 

 

 

 

#D34.  Independent men and women in State I are 

distributed on how much surface?   On a small fraction of 

their world,  

#D35.  And in all 14 worlds (?).   

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D36.  Independent men and women in State II are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their world,  

#D37.  And in fewer than 7 worlds.  

    * 
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#D38.  Humans in States III through XIV are distributed 

on how much surface?  On a small fraction of their world.  

#D39.  Sajogkevali are distributed on a small fraction of 

their world with their concerns for all the worlds. 

#D40.  Dependent human are distributed on how much 

surface? On a small fraction of their world,  

#D41.  And in all worlds (?).  

    ***** 

In relation to the dev (#42-56)  
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#D42.  Dev in States I or II are distributed on how much 

surface? On a small fraction of their world, 

#D43.  And in 8 or 9 of the 14 worlds. 

#D44.  Dev in States III or IV are distributed on how 

much surface? On a small fraction of their worlds, 

#D45.  And in 8 of the 14 worlds. 

    * 
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#D46.  Sub-class of dev that dwell in homes in State I or 

II is distributed on how much surface?  On a small 

fraction of their world,   

#D47.   and in 3.5 (for those in State I) and 8 or 9 (for 

those in State II) of the 14 worlds.   

#D48.  These dev in State III or IV are distributed on 

how much surface? On a small fraction of their world,  

#D49.  and in 3.5 (for those in State IV) and 8 (for those 

in State III) of the 14 worlds.  

    *  
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#D50.  As a generalization for the State, class of 

imagined celestial dev in State I through IV are 

distributed on 8 of the 14 worlds.   

#D51.  Saudhamm (Saudharm) and sahastrar class of 

imagined dev in State I through IV are distributed on how 

much surface? On a small fraction of their world,   

#D52.  And in 8 of the 14 worlds.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D53.  The classes of the infinitely large or small 

imagined dev in States I through IV are distributed on 

how much surface?  On a small fraction of their world, 

#D54.  And in 6 of the 14 worlds. 

    * 
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#D55.  Navgavak (navgrah, nine planets?) and other 

celestial moving dev are distributed on how much 

surface?  On a small fraction of their world.   

#D56.  Dev of the nine directions up to savvathsiddhi 

(Sarvarthsiddhi - the farthest reaches of the universe for 

"all intents and purposes") are distributed on how much 

surface? On a small fraction of their world.  

    ***** 

In relation to the senses (D57-65) 
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#D57. Operationally, the various classes (dependent and 

independent, macro- and micro-forms) of the one-sensed 

beings are distributed on how much surface.  On all the 

(14) worlds. 

#D58.  Two- to five-sensed dependent and independent 

beings are distributed on how much surface? On a small 

fraction of the surface of their world, 

#D59.  And they are in all the worlds. 

#D60.  The five-sensed independent beings in State I are 

distributed on how much surface? On a small fraction of 

the surface of their world, 

#D 61.  And in 8 of the 14 worlds.   

    * 
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#D62.   Surface for distribution of humans in States II 

through XIV follows from the generalization for the State.  

#D63.  The same generalization holds for sajogkevali.  

#D64.  Five-sensed dependents are distributed on how 

much surface?  On a small fraction of their world,    

#D65.  And they are in all the worlds. 

    ***** 

 

In relation to the body form (D66-73)  
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#D66.  Operationally, the various sub-classes of the one-

sensed micro-forms are distributed on how much surface? 

On surfaces of all the worlds. 

#D67.  The one sensed macro-forms are distributed on 

how much surface?  On a small fraction of their world,  

#D68.  And in all the worlds. 

    * 
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#D69.  The air macro-form independent beings are 

distributed on how much surface? On a countable 

(significant) part of their world, 

#D70.  And in all the worlds.  

    * 

 

 

#D71.  The (various) plant forms are distributed on how 

much surface? On all the surface of their worlds. 

    *  
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#D72. The surface distribution of the crawler forms in 

States I through XIV follows from the generalization for 

the State.  

#D73.  They are on a small fraction of their world.  

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to communicate (D74-101)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D74.  Operationally, those in State I and communicate 

through five modes of expression (man) and the five 

modes of utterance are distributed on how much surface? 

On a small fraction of their world, 

#D75.  And they are on 8 of the 14 worlds, and also all 

the worlds (according to the generalization for State I). 
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#D76.  Surface occupied by such beings (D74) in States 

II through V follows from the generalization for the State.  

#D77.  Such beings in States VI through XIV are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their world.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D78.  Surface distribution of those in State I and 

communicate through changes in the body form follows 

from the generalization for the State. 

#D79.  Surface distribution of the above in States II 

through XII follows from the generalization for the State.  

#D80.  The same generalization holds for sajogkevali. 

    * 
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#D81.  Those in State I and communicate through gross 

changes in their body form are distributed on how much 

surface? According to the generalization for the State 

they are distributed in all the worlds. 

#D82.  Those in State II and communicate through gross 

changes in their body form are distributed on how much 

surface? According to the generalization for the State 

they are on a small fraction of their world,  

#D83.  And on 7 of the 14 worlds. 

    * 
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#D84.  Those in State III and communicate through 

gross changes in their body form are distributed on how 

much surface? On a small fraction of their world.  

#D85.  Those in States IV or V and communicate through 

gross changes in the body form are distributed on how 

much surface? On a small fraction of their world, 

#D86.  and on 6 of the 14 worlds.  

#D87.  Those in States VI through XIII and communicate 

through gross changes in their body form are distributed 

on how much surface? On a small fraction of their world. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D88.  Surface distribution of beings in State I who 

communicate through gross changes in their body form 
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combined with other modes follows from the 

generalization for the State.   

#D89.  Those in States II through IV and communicate 

through gross changes in the body forms combined with 

other modes of communication are distributed on how 

much surface?  On a small fraction of their world. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D90. Beings in State I who communicate through 

distorted body form are distributed on how much surface? 

On a fraction of their world.   

#D91.  And on 8 to 13 of the 14 worlds.  

#D92.  Surface distribution of such (D90) beings in State 

II follows from the generalization for the State (i.e. on a 

small fraction of their world).  
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#D93.  Surface distribution of such beings in States III or 

IV follows from the generalization for the State (i.e. on a 

small fraction of their world).   

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D94. Beings in States I, II or IV who communicate 

through distorted body form combined with other modes 

are distributed in how much space?  On a small fraction of 

their world.  

#D95. Beings in State VI who communicate through 

changes in the internal body form alone or combined with 

other modes are distributed on how much surface? On a 

small fraction of their world. 

    * 
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#D96.  Surface distribution of those in State I who 

communicate through the transitional action form follows 

from the generalization for State I.  

#D97.   Such beings in State II are distributed on how 

much surface?  On a small fraction of their world, 

#D98.  And on 11 of the 14 worlds. 

#D99.  Such (D96) beings in State IV who communicate 

through the transitional action form are distributed on 

how much surface?  On a small fraction of their world, 

#D100.  And on 6 of the 14 worlds. 
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#D101.  Sajogkevali, who communicate through the 

transitional action form are distributed on a small fraction 

of their world, and all the worlds (?). 

    * 

In relation to the pain and pleasure response 

(D102-119) 

 

 

 

 

#D102.  Operationally, beings in State I with pain and 

pleasure response are distributed on how much surface? 

On a small part of their world, 

#D103.  And on 8 of the 14 worlds. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D104. Those in State II with pain and pleasure 

response are distributed on how much surface? On a 

small fraction of their world,  
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#D105.  And 8 or 9 of the 14 worlds.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#D106.  Those in State IV with pain and pleasure 

response are distributed on how much surface? On a 

small fraction of their world, 

#D107.  And on 8 of the 14 worlds. 

    *  

 

 

 

 

#D108.  Those in State V with pain and pleasure 

response are distributed on how much surface? On a 

small fraction of their world, 

#D109.  And on 6 of the 14 worlds. 

    *  
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#D110.  Those in States VI through IX with pain and 

pleasure response are distributed on how much surface? 

On a small fraction of their world. 

    * 

 

 

#D111.  Surface distribution of those in State I with 

ambivalence for pain and pleasure response follows from 

the generalization for the State (i.e. on all the worlds).   

    * 

 

 

#D112.  Those in State II with ambivalent pain and 

pleasure response are distributed on how much surface?  

On a small fraction of their world, 

#D113.  and on 12 of the 14 worlds. 

    *  
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#D114.  Those in State III with ambivalence for pain and 

pleasure response are distributed on how much surface?  

On a small fraction of their world. 

#D115.  Those in State IV with ambivalence for pain and 

pleasure are distributed on how much surface?  On a 

small fraction of their world, 

#D116.  and on 6 of the 14 worlds. 

#D117.  Surface distribution of those in State VI through 

IX with ambivalence for pain and pleasure follow from the 

generalization for the States (i.e. on a small fraction of 

their world).   

    * 
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#D118.   As a generalization, those in States X through 

XIV are beyond pain or pleasure response. 

#D119.   The same generalization holds for sajogkevali.  

    ***** 

In relation to the passions (D120-122)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D120.  Operationally, surface distributions of those with 

the four kinds of passions follow from the generalization 

for the States I through IX.  

#D121.  In particular, subtle forms of greed also persist 

in State X.  

#D122.  Surface distribution of those without passions in 

States XI through XIV follows from the generalization for 

the State. 
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    ***** 

 

In relation to the ability to discern (D123-131)   

 

 

 

 

#D123. Operationally, surface distribution of those in 

State I and lack innate ability to learn or cannot learn 

from what they hear follows from the generalization for 

the State.  

#D124.  Surface distribution of those in State II and lack 

innate ability to learn or cannot learn from what they 

hear) follows from the generalization for state II.  

    * 
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#D125.  Those in State I with partial cognition are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their world,  

#D126.  And on 8 of the 14 worlds.  

#D127.  Surface distribution of those in State II with 

partial cognition follows from the generalization for state 

II. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D128.  Surface distribution of those in States IV 

through XIV with innate ability to learn and know limits 

from what they hear follows from the generalization for 

state IV. 
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#D129. Surface distribution of those with innate ability 

to know from expression and the context follows from the 

generalization for States VI through XII. 

#D130.  Surface distribution of those with valid and 

complete knowledge follows from the generalization for 

the sajogkevali state. 

#D131.  Surface distribution of those with valid and 

complete knowledge follows from the generalization for 

the ajogkevali state. 

    ***** 

  

In relation to the restraints (D132-139)  
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#D132.  Operationally, surface distribution of those with 

restraints follows from the generalization for the States VI 

through XIV.   

#D133.  The same holds for the sajogkevali state.   

#D134.  Surface distribution of those with restraints on 

time commitments for chores and obligations follows from 

the generalization the States VI through IX.  

#D135.  Those in State X with restraints on movement 

and activities are distributed on how much surface? On a 

small fraction of their world.  

#D136.  Surface distribution of those committed and 

dedicated to subtle restrains on all their activities, 

including thoughts and expressions, follows from the 

generalization for States X or XI.  

#D137.  Surface distribution of those with restraints on 

movements and obligations follows from the 

generalization for States XI through XIV. 

#D138.  Surface distribution of the occasionally 

restrained follows from the generalization for State V.  
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#D139.   Surface distribution of the unrestrained (or 

indifferent to restraints) follows from the generalization 

for the State IV.  

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to discern patterns (D140-

145)  
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#D140.  Operationally, those in State I with eye vision 

are distributed on how much surface? On a small fraction 

of their world,  

#D141.  And on 8 of the 14 worlds. 

#D142.  Surface distribution of those with limited ability 

to recognize patterns follows from the generalization for 

States II through XII.  

#D143.  Surface distribution of those with ability to 

recognize patterns without eye vision follows from the 

generalization for the States I through XII.  

#D144.  Surface distribution of those with ability to 

recognize limits in patterns follows from the 

generalizations for those with ability to recognize the 

limits and boundaries.  

#D145. Surface distribution of those with valid 

perception follows from the generalization for those with 

valid and complete knowledge.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to the motives (D146-164)  
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#D146.  Operationally, surface distribution of those in 

State I with three dark (black, blue and gray) motives 

follows from the generalization for the State.    

#D147.  Those in State II with dark motives are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their world, 

#D148.   And on 5, 4 and 2 of the 14 worlds.  

#D149.  Those in State III or IV with dark motives are 

distributed on how much surface? On a small part of their 

world.  

    * 
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#D150. Those in States I or II with bright motives are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their world, 

#D151.  And on 8 (for State I) or 9 (for State II) of the 

14 worlds. 

#D152. Those in States III or IV with bright motives are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their world, 

#D153.  And on 8 of the 14 worlds.  

#D154. Those in State V with bright motives are 

distributed on how much surface?  On a small fraction of 

their world, 

#D155.  And on 1.5 of the 14 worlds. 
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#D156.  Surface distribution of those in States VI or VII 

with bright motives follows from the generalization for the 

States.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D157.  Those in States I through IV with colored 

motives are distributed on how much surface?  On a 

fraction of their world, 

#D158.  and on 8 of the 14 worlds.   
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#D159.  Those in State V with colored motives are 

distributed on how much surface? On a fraction of their 

world, 

#D160.  and on 5 of the 14 worlds. 

#D161.  Surface distribution of those in States VI or VI 

with colored motives follows from the generalization for 

the States (i.e. a very small fraction of their world). 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D162.  Those in States I through V with white motives 

are distributed on how much surface? On a small faction 

of their world, 

#D163.  and on 6 of the 14 worlds.  

#D164.  Surface distribution of those with white motives 

in States VI through XIV follows from the generalization 

for the state.  

    ***** 
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In relation to the potential (D165-166) 

 

 

 

 

#D165.  Operationally, surface distribution of those with 

realized potential follows from generalization for the 

state. 

#D166. Those with unrealized potential are distributed 

on how much surface? All the 14 worlds.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to rationality (D167-176)   
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#D167.   Surface distribution of those with some degree 

of rational consistency follows from the generalization for 

States IV through XIV. 

#D168.  Surface distribution of those in State IV with 

expressed rationality follows from the generalization for 

State IV ( i.e. virtually insignificant part of their world).  

#D169.  Those in States V through XIV with expressed 

rationality are distributed on how much surface?  On a 

small fraction of their world. 

#D170.  This generalization also holds for sajogkevali.  

    * 

 

 

#D171.  Surface distribution of those with dormant 

consistency follows from the generalization for the States 

IV through VII. 

    * 
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#D172.   Surface distribution of those in State IV with 

chaotic consistency follows from the generalization for the 

state.   

#D173.  Those in State V through XII with chaotic 

consistency are distributed on how much surface?  On a 

small fraction of their world.  

#D174.  Surface distribution of those in State II with 

disability for consistency follows from the generalization 

for State II. 

#D175.  Surface distribution of those unable to discern 

need for consistency follows from the generalization for 

State III. 

#D176.  Surface distribution of irrational beings follows 

from the generalization for the State I. 

    ***** 
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In relation to sensibility (D177-180)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#D177.  Those in State I with sensibility are distributed 

on how much surface? On a very small fraction of their 

world,  

#D178.  and on 8 of the 14 worlds (and all the worlds?). 

#D179.  Surface distribution of those in States II through 

XII with sensibility follows from the generalization for the 

state.  

#D180.  Those without sensibility are distributed on how 

much surface?  All the worlds.  

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to internalize (D181-185)  
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#D181.  Operationally, surface distribution of those in 

State I with ability to internalize follows from the 

generalization for State I. 

#D182.  Surface distribution of those in States II through 

V with ability to internalize follows from the generalization 

for the State.  

#D183.  Those in States VI through XIII with ability to 

internalize are distributed on how much surface?  On a 

small fraction of their world.   

#D184.  Surface occupied by those who do not 

internalize follows from the section on communication 

through the transitional action form.  
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#D185.  In particular, the ajogkevali (who do not 

internalize) are distributed on how much surface? On a 

small fraction of their world.  

    **** 

 

 

 

 


